
 

 

 
 

Modes of Presentation 
 

1. Oral Presentations: 

 Individual Talks: Speakers present their research or findings individually within a 

specified time frame, often followed by a Q&A session. 

 Panel Discussions: A group of experts discusses a specific topic, sharing diverse 

perspectives and engaging in dialogue. This format encourages interaction and 

audience participation. 

2. Poster Presentations: 

 Participants create visual posters summarizing their research. Attendees can walk 

around, view the posters, and engage in one-on-one discussions with presenters. 

3. Workshops: 

 In-depth sessions led by experts, providing hands-on experiences or practical 

training on a specific topic. Workshops are interactive and may involve group 

activities. 

4. Roundtable Discussions: 

 Small group discussions led by a facilitator, allowing participants to explore a 

particular topic in-depth. This format encourages open dialogue and knowledge 

exchange. 

5. Ignite Talks (Lightning Talks): 

 Short, dynamic presentations lasting a few minutes each. Speakers deliver key 

points concisely, often accompanied by visual aids. This format is effective for 

conveying ideas quickly. 

6. Virtual Presentations: 

 Given the rise of virtual conferences, consider including virtual presentation 

options such as pre-recorded talks, live-streamed presentations, or live Q&A 

sessions conducted online. 

7. Interactive Demonstrations: 

 Presenters showcase their work through live demonstrations, simulations, or 

interactive exhibits. This format provides a hands-on experience for the audience. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

8. Poster Flash Talks: 

 Brief talks given by poster presenters to provide a quick overview of their poster 

content, encouraging attendees to visit their posters for more in-depth discussions. 

9. PechaKucha: 

 A presentation style where speakers show 20 slides, each for 20 seconds. The 

format is concise and forces presenters to be clear and focused. 

10. Speed Networking Sessions: 

 Structured sessions designed for participants to quickly network with others. This 

format is beneficial for making initial connections and exploring potential 

collaborations. 

11. Birds of a Feather (BoF) Sessions: 

 Informal gatherings of individuals with shared interests, allowing them to discuss 

specific topics or challenges in a less structured setting. 

 

 


